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Abstract: This study is concerned with the memories that Estonians have of watching Finnish television during the last decades of the Soviet occupation. We will look at the practices of watching Finnish television in Soviet Estonia and the meanings attributed to it. Finnish television took North-Estonians into a colourful world of consumption and entertainment, while educating them about Western values and encouraging them to dream of a better future. We identify four ways that North-Estonians remember Finnish television (and its programmes): as an event, as a means of distinction, as a window to a world of affluence, and as a tool of democratic education.
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In 1971, the Finnish Broadcasting Company (YLE) built a new TV-mast in Espoo. This TV-mast unintentionally transmitted Finnish TV broadcasts to northern Estonia and as a result, watching Finnish television became a part of everyday television consumption in Northern Estonia during the last decades of Soviet occupation. Despite many efforts made by the Soviet authorities to restrict access to the ‘ideologically and morally harmful’ TV broadcasts that were making their way across the Gulf of Finland,1 Finnish television attracted larger audiences than the programming of Soviet Central Television from Moscow.2

1 Ellen Mickiewicz, Split Signals: Television and Politics in the Soviet Union, Oxford University Press, 1988
Estimations about the viewing figures and popularity of Finnish broadcasts in the Soviet period differ. According to Hagi Šein, from 1974 to 1979, the average weekly consumption of Finnish television among Estonian residents was close to thirteen percent, compared to five percent for Moscow’s central television. Between 1970 and 1990, six television channels were available in Estonia: ETV, Soviet Central Television I, Soviet Central Television II, Leningrad TV and the Finnish YLE 1 and 2. In 1991, the year when Estonia regained its independence, the most watched television broadcaster among the Estonian-speaking audience was Estonian national television (ETV), while Finnish television channels were the second most popular choice.

The cross-border watching of ‘bourgeois’ television was not uncommon in the border areas of the former Eastern bloc. For example, most East Germans regularly tuned in to West German broadcasts. Watching Finnish television was not the only transnational media practice in Estonia and before the television spillover from Finland began, Radio Liberty was the main window to the West. However, while the broadcasts of Radio Liberty were regularly interrupted by Soviet radio transmitters, Finnish television was a medium that the Soviet censor was not able to block.

The role of Finnish television in facilitating the transition towards democracy in Estonia at the beginning of the 1990s has been discussed in both popular and official discourses in Estonia. Finnish television has been credited as a key agent of change because it exposed Estonians to Western values and served as a tool for the Estonian subversion of communist power. For instance, when speaking about Estonia’s EU membership, its current President Toomas Hendrik Ilves, wrote:

> From the 1960s, Finland represented Estonia’s window to the West: we watched Finnish television, saw things such as democratic elections (!), realised that Lech Walesa had a moustache (his picture was forbidden), and from bad American television shows like Dallas we came to believe that people in the West lived like JR.

We aim to examine how this ‘window to the West’ is experienced and remembered by Estonians. Our aim is to contribute to the limited body of audience studies within the scholarly field of media and memory: first, by departing from the national television paradigm and looking at transnational television memories, and, second, by looking at the ‘memory work’, the reconstruction of the past through narrating the television memories of people who lived under a communist regime. We highlight the importance of the socio-political context to the ways in which television is remembered. Obviously, Finnish television programmes did not have the same meanings for Estonian and Finnish audiences because the meanings of Finnish television for Estonians were shaped in relation to the conflict between the Soviet ideology and everyday life.

### Remembering Finnish Television

Collective memory is necessarily ‘socially framed’: individual memories cannot be separated from the memory of a social group. It also necessarily includes a narrative of the past. Existing literature on media and memory mainly focuses on the role of media texts in constructing the past. Our focus here is on how Estonians remember Finnish television, and how the past is constructed through these memories. However, it is important to keep in mind that

---

3 Šein, 2004, p. 95
4 Šein, 2005, p. 176
8 Annette Kuhn, An Everyday Magic: Cinema and Cultural Memory, I. B. Tauris, 2002
10 Motti Neiger, Oren Meyers and Eyal Zandberg, On Media Memory: Collective Memory in a New Media Age, Palgrave Macmillan, 2011
since memory is a social process, it is constantly reconstructed depending on the situation in which the events are recalled.\(^{11}\)

To provide an understanding of the relationship between watching Finnish television and the socio-political context, we collected ‘themed life-stories’.\(^{12}\) This was done through written memories and oral interviews. Participants were recruited in October 2010 through an advertisement that was published in the print and online edition of Tallinn’s free weekly newspaper Linnaleht. They were also recruited through the webpage of the study, which was publicized through e-mail, Facebook and Twitter. Furthermore, the study was promoted on a national radio channel (Raadio 2) during the radio programme Siin Me Olemme. The advertisement and the webpage included a set of questions designed to elicit personal stories about watching Finnish television. The questions were: what meanings did Finnish television have in your everyday life during the Soviet time? Which programmes did you watch and why? How do you perceive the influences of Finnish television broadcasts on your life?

The only selection criteria for the participants were that they were born before 1975 (over 16 when the Soviet regime collapsed in 1991) and were Estonian-speaking (Estonian and Finnish belong to the same group of Finnic languages - while the languages are not mutually intelligible, the relationship between the two helps the learning process). The Russian-speaking minority was not included in the study because Finnish television was assumed to be less popular among the Russian minority. Finnish television also reached the Soviet Karelia (Vyborg) region, but it was not widely viewed in the border area because of language difficulties.\(^{13}\) Accordingly, Soviet Central Television was the most watched channel among the Russian-speaking audience in Estonia in 1991, while Finnish television was the least watched type of programming among them.\(^{14}\)

The data includes 83 written responses and 5 oral history interviews that were conducted with three men and two women in 2011. The age of the interviewees was: 42, 35, 75, 49 and 69. The average age of all respondents was 38 (69 being the oldest, 24 the youngest), 66% of the respondents were females and 34% males. As supporting data, we used 17 anonymous written memories collected by ETV in October 2006 for the documentary film *Disco and Atomic War* (Disko ja tuumasõda, 2009) done by Jaak Kilmi and Kiur Aarma. ETV invited Estonians to write about their most memorable or funniest experiences with Finnish television during the Soviet regime. Both the interview transcriptions and written responses were coded by themes and keywords.


\(^{13}\) Lauristin, 1997

\(^{14}\) Sein, 2005, p. 177
2 Finnish Television As An Event

Jérôme Bourdon writes that ‘remembering television’ is not synonymous with remembering viewing specific programmes. While many programmes stand out as memorable, the memories of watching Finnish television are often connected to the world outside television. While viewing Finnish television during the Soviet time was remembered as a ‘normal’ or ‘compulsory’ part of everyday life, it was also connected with eventful memories.

The eventfulness emerged through the organization of viewers’ lives around the Finnish television schedules, rather than the schedules of Estonian television or the Soviet Central Television. It is important to note that Estonia was in Moscow’s time zone during the decades of the Soviet regime. Although Tallinn is located only 80 km south of Helsinki, Estonian time was one hour ahead of Finnish time. For young viewers, living according to the Moscow time involved painstaking negotiations with parents who were opposed to late night television viewing.

As a child, you often had to put in extra effort to convince your parents to allow you to watch the evening programmes, which, according to Moscow’s time, started very late, especially if it was a school night.

(Põhjaestlane, age and gender unknown)

Eventful memories were also connected to the efforts that had to be made in order to receive Finnish television as...
well as to the associated yearning for watching Finnish television programmes. Chasing opportunities to watch Finnish programmes, as well as chasing television signals, are central aspects of these memories. Given that the signals of Finnish television could be received only in northern Estonia, many respondents talked about efforts to build special antennas and television blocks that could catch at least a fraction of the TV-signal.\textsuperscript{16} As a result, people with technical skills were highly valued in the central and southern parts of Estonia.

Every workshop of a kolkhoz had at least one technician who was able to construct so-called ‘Finnish blocks’, for a certain fee of course... They also built the necessary outdoor antennas, one of which is still standing on the roof of a private house in Türi [a town about 100 km from Tallinn]. (Juhan, 47, male)

‘Television tourism’, travelling to the North coast to watch Finnish television programmes became common practice. If the signal could not be received at home, people had to go to places that had reception of Finnish TV signal:

Me and my parents lived in Viljandi County. But my sister lived in Tallinn. ... On most weekends I would take the train from Viljandi to Tallinn to watch my favourite series. When Finnish television started to air the series of Emmanuelle, my parents soon headed to Tallinn as well. Back then, the Tallinn-Tartu highway was crowded with fans of Finnish programming, or the television tourists as I would call them. (Kristel, 40, female)

The Finnish television that Estonians watched during the periods of stagnation and Perestroika were very different from today's multi-channel television. Until 1993, Finnish television consisted of two public channels, TV1 and TV2. YLE had no right to air advertisements – that right was given to a private company MTV, which operated by YLE’s legal franchise and leased airtime on YLE’s channels (until 1993 when MTV got its own operating license and channel, MTV3). MTV provided popular entertainment, such as the American prime time television soap opera Dallas, while YLE offered a broader assortment of information, ‘quality entertainment’ and educational programmes. How well do Estonians remember Finnish television programmes? Participants’ memories show strong similarities regarding specific programmes and viewing habits. However, 248 unique mentions of Finnish programmes also demonstrate the plurality of the viewing practices. Moreover, while some participants vividly recount their experiences, some had problems recalling anything specific. Some respondents recalled only certain types of programmes (e.g. Westerns or music shows).

The most frequently remembered programme was Knight Rider, an American television series, followed by TV1 news and TV2's children's magazine Pikku Kakkonen ('Little Two'). MTV aired Knight Rider from 1984 to 1987, and most of the participants were in their teens when the show was broadcast. Thus, it is no wonder that a series with a high-tech hero (David Hasselhoff) and a talking car would win the hearts of young Estonians. A cross-cutting theme in the interviews and written responses was the discussion of the content of Finnish television in schools and the games that it inspired. The next most popular programmes were the worldwide hit shows Dallas, Emmanuelle, MacGyver and Dynasty. Also, some people who claim to have never watched these shows, recall them as ‘the most important programmes’ in Finnish television.

Finnish television was an important source of popular culture for the Soviet Estonians. All media content was censored in the Soviet Union in order to create an ‘ideologically correct symbolic environment’ and to ensure that the media functions as an ideological tool of the Communist Party.\textsuperscript{17} For the respondents, it was thrilling to see films without the communist rhetoric. In particular, American Western and crime films were watched with a great deal of yearning for a world with different values and ideology. Given that Western pop music was forbidden in the Soviet Union, it was no wonder that a programme such as the Eurovision Song Contest was fondly remembered. The biggest media event, however, was the broadcasting of the French soft-core porn film series Emmanuelle in the summer of 1987. Sex was among the topics that could not be mentioned publicly in the Soviet Union, and these series seemed to be earth-shattering for Estonian adults and children.

\textsuperscript{16} Similar practices were occurring in other Eastern Bloc countries. See Dana Mustata, "Within Excess Times and a Deficit Space: Cross-border Television as a Transnational Phenomenon in 1980s Romania", in Andreas Fickers and Catherine Johnson, eds., Transnational Television History: A Comparative European Approach, Routledge, 2012

\textsuperscript{17} Karol Jakubowicz, “Media as Agents of Change,” in D.L. Paletz, K. Jakubowicz, P. Novosel, eds., Glasnost and After: Media and Change in Central and Eastern Europe, Hampton Press, p. 23.
The second type of memories is related to the ways in which Finnish television created a divide between those who were able to watch Finnish programmes and those who were not. These memories of distinction are based on different kinds of gains or advantages that come from watching Finnish television. It became clear in the interviews and written stories that watching Finnish television was about gaining cultural capital that gave some people a better chance at success in life.

Cultural capital is formed by knowledge, skills and experiences. The most frequently mentioned benefit of watching Finnish television was learning the Finnish language. This was obviously important in order to be able to follow Finnish television programmes, but learning Finnish was also economically, socially and culturally beneficial for people’s future lives.

I learned Finnish from Finnish television. ... I even managed to do some business with the Finns in the late 1980s. ... I am very grateful to have lived in Tallinn and to have been able to see Finnish television. The latter was the basis of my Finnish language skills, which I acquired without any help from schools or courses, and which allowed me later to become a project manager at a translation bureau and have Finnish companies as clients. (Urme, 39, female)

While the generation that grew up with MTV usually speaks three foreign languages - Finnish, English and Russian [learning Russian was obligatory during the Soviet time], those who grew up with local television alone speak only Russian. (Põhjaestlane, age and gender unknown)

Finnish-Estonian dictionaries were acquired with the hope of being able to understand Finnish programmes better. However, not all people who had access to Finnish television were able to learn the language. This seems to be a generational issue: some older participants talked about their difficulties in learning Finnish and some young participants confirmed that their parents never learnt it.

In the context of the Soviet Union’s economic shortages, linguistic, technical and other skills learned through Finnish television could be economically useful. Private entrepreneurship was illegal in the Soviet Union, but this did not prevent black-market activities, targeted at helping people receive Finnish television, from flourishing. Thus, people with technical skills moonlighted by providing illegal TV installation and reception equipment services against payment. The expensive but highly popular units that received the audio and colour signals of Finnish television were called ‘blocks’, and without them Estonians could only receive mute, black-and-white pictures.

I think that the block cost about 50 roubles. It was a rather high price, considering that the average salary back then was around 120 roubles. … Our block-guy wore a Finnish pipo [a wool beanie hat] so I suppose he must have earned quite well from all those blocks. (Peeter, 42, male)

Finnish television could be monetized in many other ways. People copied Finnish TV guides and recorded music from Finnish television sets by simply holding a recorder or a microphone next to the screen. Cassettes full of music recorded from Finnish television were played at different events. Another popular activity was taking photographs of television screens, capturing precious images of for example, Western actors and bands, and selling the photos in schools.
Clearly, one of the key words mentioned in the viewers’ recollections was ‘advantage’: the participants saw themselves as superior – in terms of political awareness - to the Estonians who were unable to watch Finnish television. Those who were not able to watch Finnish television were easily labelled as uneducated ‘hillbillies’. This feeling, common among the young participants, was not shared by the older generation who was born at the time of Estonia’s first period of independence (1918-1940). These respondents did not feel that Finnish television was a political educator to the same extent that the younger generation did.

The younger generation of Estonians believed that the experience of watching Finnish television during the Soviet occupation made them more aware of the world outside, and offered them knowledge about the democratic form of government, free speech and the market economy. A sense of superiority and control was also felt over the Soviet rule. One of the participants described this feeling through his experience of watching the Olympics in 1984:

I remember the emotional moments of the opening ceremony of the Los Angeles Olympics. The Russians boycotted the games. But we watched Finnish television. This situation made it even more interesting and exciting: forbidden games, but we were watching. Due to the time difference, the broadcast was late at night. When the ceremony ended, the sun went down behind the stadium. The camera was filming the moment... and at that point, when I went out on the porch, the sun just started to rise from behind the sea. It was exhilarating. It was the same sun that just went down in America. The same moment of time, the same Earth, but just another country. The feeling was special. I had a feeling of superiority over this Soviet country, and its rulers. (Anonymous)
The third type of memories centres on the alternative reality offered by Finnish television programmes. During the Soviet time, the standards of living in Estonia were poor compared to its Western neighbour, and Estonians became increasingly aware of this through Finnish television. Finland had long been an ideal ‘alter ego’ for Estonians, but during the Soviet rule the interest intensified as Finland became ‘proof of what Estonia would have been if the country had not ended up under the Soviet occupation’.  

With the popularity of Finnish television, a general admiration of Finland and the Finns developed in Estonia. The desire to visit Finland and have a Finnish friend was often described. During sports events that aired on Finnish television, Soviet Estonian audiences crossed their fingers for the Finnish teams and athletes. The expression ‘domesticated Finn’ (‘kodustatud soomlane’) stood for a Finnish person who visited her Estonian acquaintances and brought them the desired Western goods from Finland. These Finns also gave Estonians the chance to practice their television-learned Finnish.

For the Estonian viewers, Finnish television represented a world of affluence, beauty and colours. Indeed, colours seem to have a central place in participant’s memories. They often pointed out that the colours on Finnish television were bright, fresh and vivid, while the colours on Estonian and Soviet Central Television were ‘brown and depressing’, just like they were in the real life of scarcity.

I started using the expression ‘Finnish green’, which meant a colour of green that is bright and clean, and that was to be seen only on Finnish television. (Hanna, 30, female)

Bright colours were remembered in particular with regards to Finnish food advertisements. During the last decade of the Soviet Union, in the period of Perestroika, stores were almost empty and people stood in lines for hours to buy bread and milk. Some participants discussed the rumours that the food in Finnish commercials was not real and that the food items were merely props.

Those colourful clothes, shampoos and big red chunks of meat! ... Our neighbour told us that such things do not actually exist - they are probably just plastic decorations. (Maris, 32, female)

---

Estonians were introduced to consumerism through Finnish television. Female viewers talked about how a strong desire for fashionable clothes, interior decoration, hairstyles and make-up was fuelled by *Dallas* and other American prime-time shows. Not surprisingly, commercials were some of the most frequently recalled content from Finnish television. People remember singing the tunes of Finnish commercials and dreaming of the advertised products.

The first thing that comes to my mind when thinking about my childhood is ads seen on Finnish television. The most vivid memories are of Jenkki chewing gum, all those liquorices, Tupla and Dumle chocolate commercials. It felt like heaven: somewhere there is actually a country where all this stuff can be bought in stores. (Taimi, 35, female)

Video 1. *Indiana Jones* – inspired the 1988 Tupla commercial

However, the longing for goods was most common among the younger generations that had watched Finnish television from an early age. Older participants were not taken by Finnish television commercials in the same way that the younger generation was. A 69-year-old Merike, a former museum director, noted that the myriad of colourful products in Finnish commercials was seen more as a fact of life:

I just knew that’s the way things were: we lived here in our poor economy and under socialism. Under this socialism, everything was grey and feeble. Nobody actually died of hunger but nobody got anything more either. That was it. My friends and I were more concerned about the ‘curtain’ that covered up culture and information.
5 Education For Democracy

The view that transnational flows of communication played a major role at the end of the communist period is widespread. Kern and Hainmueller, however, claim that in East Germany, West German television helped to stabilize rather than undermine the communist rule. Without a doubt, Finnish television, with its popular series and programmes, offered an escape from the grey socialist reality, an escape that is still passionately remembered, but which also fostered dissatisfaction.

The Soviet state had a monopoly on information, meaning that all information was ideologically controlled. This was particularly true during the period of stagnation (until 1985), when Moscow strictly dictated what could and could not be aired on television. For the respondents, Finnish newscasts provided the only reliable source of information. In the beginning of Perestroika, Finnish television news was more popular than the news on Estonian television. In 1985, the evening news from Estonian public television was viewed by 77,000 residents of Tallinn, whereas the number of viewers for the Finnish television evening news in Tallinn was 180,000.

Respondents remembered several news events that were of pivotal importance for their ‘political education’ and their dissatisfaction with the Soviet rule. On Soviet television, news about the Prague Spring, the Polish Solidarity Movement, the Soviet attack on a Korean civilian airliner, the Chernobyl disaster, the Soviet submarine running aground in Swedish territorial waters and the deaths of Alexei Kosygin and Leonid Brezhnev, were all either censored, publicized too late, or not at all.

One of the interviewees vividly described how Finnish television news provoked a spirit of protest inside her. The more she saw and heard about the outside world that contradicted the official Soviet narrative, the angrier she became about life in the Soviet society.

When I saw the news on Finnish television, and they hardly ever coincided with the information spread in Aktuaalne Kaamera [an Estonian news programme] and Vremja [a news programme of the Soviet Central Television], the lies and the hypocrisy just got me mad. It was clearly a source of frustration that developed into a frantic spirit of protest. I knew that my brain could no longer be washed - I had a basis for comparison. I raged inside as I knew that the world, which is shown on Finnish television, actually exists. My anger towards the Russians was immense. And the more I watched Finnish television, the bigger it grew. (Kai, 56, female)

Most respondents mentioned that the Soviet propaganda did not work on them because of Finnish television, which had helped them to develop their own opinions about the world around them.

I would not have believed the Soviet propaganda even without Finnish television. Neither would my friends in South-Estonia. But Finnish television created a sort of a ‘translation mechanism’ that helped us read the Soviet media between the lines. I believe that all thinking Estonians knew how to do that, but it was probably easier for those who watched Finnish television. (Anonymous, 60, male)

6 Conclusion

The urgent desire to watch Finnish television began to decline significantly after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 because Estonians had more alternatives to satisfy their need for information and entertainment. By examining shared themes in the memories collected, we can say that watching Finnish television in the Soviet time was appropriated in many different ways by Soviet Estonians. Broadcast spillovers from Finland created a more
transnational communication space, which was seen as pivotal for undermining the Soviet rule. However, in addition to connecting Estonians to democratic values, Finnish television, importantly, was seen as an educator for the market economy. Of no less importance was the way that Finnish television watching was seen to have made a difference in their personal and professional lives by giving them advantages – such as learning Finnish – by comparison to those who did not watch Finnish television. This study confirms the increasingly expressed need to pay more attention to the transnational television history of Europe, both from behind the Iron Curtain and before the emergence of commercial television.  

Television programmes, as Mari Pajala has stated, create memories and interpretations from the past and from the people. The study has shown that for the most part, the viewers of Finnish television in Estonia share common memories about their experiences with Finnish television during the Soviet occupation. When this study was started, the documentary film Disco and Atomic War had already been aired and it was followed by an enthusiastic discussion in the Estonian media. The material studied here also includes written responses that were collected in 2006 by ETV as a source for the documentary. The responses written both prior to and after the documentary were very similar. Still, many of the respondents that discussed their memories in 2010 mentioned the film and it is very likely that it had at least refreshed their memories. It is important to note that most of the participants were still children during the Soviet period and their shared reminiscences of the influence of Finnish television on their personal and political lives are influenced by – as well as creating – their present selves in free Estonia.

Finally, it is important to note that this shared cultural memory seems to be generational. While those who were children or young adults during the last two decades of the Soviet rule have very similar memories, especially concerning entertainment, the older generation who were born at the time of Estonia’s first period of independence (1918–1940) or whose parents clearly remembered this time period, seemed to remember their relationship with Finnish television less affectionately. For them, unlike for the younger generation who did not have any personal experiences with democracy and who grew up with Finnish television, Finnish programmes did not appear as a window to the democratic form of governance, capitalist values, consumerist dreams, or as a popular cultural heaven. For the older generation, Finnish television portrayed a vision of how Estonia could have developed without the Soviet occupation.
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